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Inspiration, influence and stimulus meander then meet in an eclectic fusion. East Anglian, 
Western Scottish/Celtic hybrid roots of family instinctively appear in my work. The Atlantic is the 
ocean of my dreams, frequently recurring in my work. It is the ocean that both joins and separates my 
country, my continent, to the Americas to which I have inadvertently been drawn. The west coast of 
Europe meets the east coast of the Americas. I went west to the West on that continent to discover 
the unexpected, the inadvertent and the totally unimagined. Snow and mountains awed me then 
stayed in my mind and spirit to daunt and inspire me forever. The Rocky Mountains are in my 
thoughts every day. 
 
Colour and texture are of essence in my work along with a narrative of fragmentation as pieces of 
images and found materials contribute to the final outcome. The ephemeral fascinates, as much as 
the continuity of existence. Bright colours reflect my love of and my time spent in France – fields of 
lavender, poppies and sunflowers, white houses draped in geraniums and fuchsias, eating baguettes, 
creamy cheese and drinking red wine. Now snow like the snows of Montana and Alberta that inspired 
the collection of poetry, Sea Dreams. Snow recurs and recurs in my images after layers of darker 
colours beneath. Like the greens and monochromes of the mountains in winter covered in whiteness. 
 
There are departures then delays, distractions and detours. There had to be a thinking time that, 
along the way, gathered more learning. Then came time for reflection. Standing in my studio in 2010, 
while still in Canada, as I looked at the primed boards waiting for collage and paint, I saw the flotsam 
and jetsam of the prairie I had gathered around me since my arrival in 2005. Pieces of wood, old 
leather straps, a buckle, a harness, the claws of some implement, rope, and chain lay inanimately on 
the floor asking to tell their story. 
The objects and pieces blowing in from the Rocky Mountains with the Chinook winds, swirling snow 
storms and wild November gusts that are the backdrop to my space here on the prairie. I saw that 
these pieces had, like me, been DRIFTING IN ON THE PRAIRIE............. and as a name arrived to gather 
all these pieces, paintings and poems together my thoughts turned to home. I went home to France 
then England but all I envisioned in my mind were mountains. More thinking time was required.  
 
Then the horses inspired me to tell their story with them, living and breathing their own narrative. In 
January 2020 their exhibition, presented as practice-as-research, was held at the WSA Gallery at 
Winchester School of Art from where I graduated in Fine Art with a BA Hons (First). Mixed media 
paintings of digital collages and acrylic layers, a thesis as catalogue, a resource area and a slide show 
of my work from graduation to the present 
 
Now September 2020 and a Masters of Research in Creative Writing begins of four short stories titled 
UNDER THE ECLIPSE. In August I finished my novel IF YOU SEE MAX. First conceived in 2009 and now 
complete awaiting an editor. What binds Colonial Caballo, If You See Max and Under the Eclipse 
together is the theme of contested material culture in conflict places. Other projects started, slowly 
for now, include the OH, MONTANA poems and a sketchbook for the next exhibition here in Scotland, 
WHERE JOURNEYS MEET. In the end it is journeys that lie at the heart of what inspires and influences 
me.  
 
Tempus fugit and, as 2020 has become the strangest of years. Writing and painting, life with dogs and 
horses, a flying visit down south to meet the new grandson have helped to block out the anxieties of 
Brexit, a virus, pension injustice, and certainly no visit to Canada to son and grandson. 
Just feeling grateful for what there is rather than what there is not. 

 


